


ADVERTISE IN THE 
PLAY POLAND FILM FESTIVAL 

CATALOGUE!
Play Poland Film Festival, organized this year for the fifth time, is the festival promoting the contemporary Polish 

cinematography. It is the largest event of its kind in the United Kingdom and it takes place in various British cities such as
 

› Edinburgh
› Glasgow
› Aberdeen
› London
› Belfast
› Bangor

› Londonderry





POLISH CINEMA FOR EVERYONE? 
CERTAINLY!

The slogan of this year’s edition highlights the fact that the festival is aimed at both Polish and British audience. No matter if you are a connoiseur 
of the contemporary cinematography or you just fancy watching some good Polish movies - you will definitely find something suitable for you

WHY ADVERTISE WITH US?
There is a number of reasons why it is worth advertising in the Play Poland Film Festival catalogue:

› The festival annually actracts up to 20,000 audience members, of which about 75% is Polish.

› The catalogue will be distributed in the various, strategic places, such as cinemas, universities, libraries, but also Polish shops or associations.

› In last year’s edition only in Edinburgh 10,000 copies of the catalogue were distributed during 2,5 month of the festival duration.

› Play Poland Film Festival each year gains more and more popularity and the organisers are proud of its high cultural standards.

› Advertising in the catalogue of Play Poland Film Festival can be an excellent opportunity to promote your services among Polish people who 

have the money and want to spend it wisely.

  





JOIN THE GAME, LEAVE A TRACE!
Undoubtedly, something which additionally attracts the attention of recipients is the unique cover of the catalogue, designed 

in the form of a template and created in order to leave a play sign as a graffiti.
The catalogue is going to be distributed together with the sprays which will further increase its atractiveness and help us 

reaching the wider audience.





CONTACT US
Polish Art Europe LTD

Mateusz Jarza, Iwona Nowak

m: 0044 (0) 7590386163
phone: 0044 131 467 8384

9 Murrayfield Place EH12 6AA
Edinburgh, UK

e-mail: office@playpoland.org.uk
e-mail: director@playpoland.org.uk


